Technical Tips

AGGIORNAMENTO TECNICO: Modello LPH 12 - 2020

Technical and commercial bulletin

N. 01/19 – 15/10/2019

We hereby inform you that starting from March 2020 our model LP 12 will be replaced by the new model LPH 12.
This improvement is to enhance the performance and flexibility of our refrigerators.

The new model has been conceived in order to improve its aesthetics and reductiveness. With its smaller dimensions and innovative layout, it can be housed in certain compartments, (kindly ask for approval to our technical department) thanks to the longitudinal air flow, with rear entry and front exit

The use of fixing brackets allows a better stability.

The color will be RAL 9010 semi-glossed textured effect
Please find below the comparison between the two models

**LP 12**

**LPH 12**
Please take note of this information and contact our technical or sales department for any clarification.
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